This duo from Vienna and Cologne plays free improvised music. The music is
created in the moment, without previously agreed concepts or compositions.
Beside the pleasure in free improvisation itself, a further strong basis the musicians share is the process of extending traditional instrumental techniques
(both with and without preparation and tools), with which the group creates
dense but dynamic sonic landscapes with significant room for silence. The
heterogeneous instrumentation - string instruments, whether plucked or
bowed - provides an enormous acoustic field of potential; nonetheless, it is
not always clear which instrument is the source of the sound heard at a given
moment.

Mia Zabelka
Mia Zabelka, violinist and vocalist from Vienna, with czech, jewish and french
familiar background, lives in the Austrian region of southern Styria. As an experimental musician and improviser she has developed a unique language
based on the de- and reconstruction of the violinʼs sonic possibilities, expanding the instrument using live electronic devices and innovative performance
techniques. She studied music and composition at the University of Music and
Performing Arts and the Conservatory of Music in Vienna, creating a foundation on the basis of which she continues to construct and explore the limits of
sound and music in a language entirely her own.

Nicola L. Hein
The guitarist, soundartist, philosopher and composer Nicola Hein is one of the
busiest players on the German scene of improvised music. He plays the guitar
with his hands and plectrum but also with a lot of different objects: screws,
rulers, iron wool, violin bow, abrasive paper, magnets and many other objects
which are part of his musical vocabulary. The result is his very own world of
sounds, which is using the rich potential of the guitar as a creator of sounds.
The manual creation is a very important character of this sound world, which
never gets distorted by the use of electronic effects.
www.miazabelka.com



Mia Zabelka (AT) – Violin, Voice
Nicola L. Hein (D) - Guitar

MIA ZABELKA &
NICOLA L. HEIN
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FMR Records 2016

www.fmr-records.com

www.nicolahein.com

Mia Zabelka Nicola L. Hein feat. Sebastian Gramss

https://soundcloud.com/miazabelkamusic/mia-zabelka-sebastian-gramss-nicola-hein
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